
Drawing 1 Project Rubrics: Supernova
Name ____________________________________________________ Date _____

Not Yet (1) Approaching (2) Proficient (3) Mastery (4)
I turned in the assign-
ment on due date.

I turned in the assign-
ment the class period 
after due date.

I turned in the assign-
ment 2-3 class periods 
after due date.

4+ periods after due date
Meet 

Deadline

Studio Habits

I used my class time very 
wisely and I overcame all 
obstacles.

My final piece is of MY 
highest quality. I took 
great pride and care in  
finished product.

I used my class time  
wisely. 

My final piece is of my 
moderate quality. 

I took pride and care in 
the finished product.

I could have used my 
class time much more 
wisely. I did not work on 
my project during class a 
few times. 

My final piece is of ques-
tionable quality. 

I took little pride.

I used my class time very 
poorly. I did not work on 
my project during class 
several times. 

My final piece is of very 
low quality. 

I took no pride and care.

Craftsmanship
Work Ethic

Rating

Not Yet (1) Approaching (2) Proficient (3) Mastery (4)
I created VERY clear, 
simple, obvious shapes. 

I created clear shapes 
with no lines. Shapes 
are slightly too “thin”, 
too small, or too big.

I created mostly clear 
shapes. There are few 
lines, too“thin”, too small, 
and/or too big.

I did not create clear 
shapes. There are interior 
lines, too“thin”, too small, 
and/or too big.

Standard #1: Observe

I have overlapped all 
my shapes. I created 
very interesting neg-
ative space. It does not 
feel too crowded or too 
open.

I have overlapped all of 
my shapes. I creat-
ed fairly interesting 
negative space. It feels 
slightly too crowded or 
too open.

I have overlapped only 
2 shapes. I created 
uninteresting negative 
space. It definitely feels 
too crowded, too open.

I did not overlap and I 
made no attempt creat-
ing interesting negative 
space.

Space
Overlapping

Shape
Symbols

Element

Element

Rating

I used 2 different line 
thicknesses + 1 obvious
UNIQUE expressive.

I used 2 different line 
thicknesses and 
1 expressive.

I used 2 different line 
thickness.

I used 1 line thickness. 
I made no attempt to 
change lines with pen.

Line
Pen/Ink

Element

I used 3 different, 
unique textures and no 
solid symbols. 

I used 3 different 
textures and no solid 
symbols. 

I used only 1-2 textures 
and/or 1 solid.

I used only solids or no 
texture at all with pen or 
marker.

Texture
Pen/Ink

Element

I highly effectively 
used COLOR and 
TEXTURE contrast ...

...with one color and 
one texture per symbol.

I effectively used 
COLOR and 
TEXTURE contrast ...

... with one color and 
one texture per symbol.

I only slightly used 
COLOR and 
TEXTURE contrast. 

I made no attempt to use 
COLOR and TEXTURE 
contrast with pen/marker

I used multiple colors or 
textures per shape.

Contrast
Pen/Ink

Principle

I effectively used 
COLOR contrast to 
make my symbols very 
distinctive.

There is one VERY 
distinctive, unique 
color per symbol.

I used the SAME dark, 
cool color in the neg. 
and 3-4 very different 
warm colors in pos.

I effectively used COL-
OR contrast to make 
my shapes distinctive.

There is one distinctive 
color per symbol.

I used the same dark, 
cool color in the neg. 
and 3-4 different warm 
colors in positive.

I somewhat used COL-
OR contrast and my 
shapes are “muddy.”

There is one color per 
symbol.

I used multiple cool 
colors in the neg. or 
only 2 warm colors in 
positive.
 

I made no attempt to use 
color contrast.

I used multiple colors 
per shape.

Contrast
Colored Pencil

Principle

3.5: I was absent on due date, 
turned in next day BEFORE class

3.5: My absences led to 
a lesser quality product

C 2.a

C 2.a

WH4

#4

#4

#3

#4

C 4.a

C 3.a

S1.1

S1.1



Not Yet (1) Approaching (2) Proficient (3) Mastery (4)

I have highly effectively 
used #5-7 in negative & 
#1-4 in positive - VERY 
distinctive in value.

I have effectively used 
#5-7 in negative & #1-4 in 
positive - mostly distinc-
tive in value.

I did not use #5-7 in neg-
ative & #1-4 in positive. 
The shapes are “muddy” 
in value.

I made no attempt to create 
different values using char-
coal. I outlined.

Standard #1: Observe
Rating

Charcoal
Range of Values

Media

I very smoothly, clearly 
blended 5 to 7 in negative 
and 1 to 4 in positive from 
all edges. The shapes are 
VERY distinctive in value 
with very clear edges.

I effectively blended 5 
to 7 in negative and 1 
to 4 in positive from all 
edges.  The shapes mostly 
distinctive in value with 
clear edges.

I did not blend 5 to 7 in 
negative and 1 to 4 in posi. 
from all edges. The shapes 
are “muddy” in value with 
only a few clear edges.

I made no attempt to create 
different values by blending 
graphite. There were no 
clear edges created or I 
outlined.

Graphite
Range of Values

Blending

Media

I very smoothly, clearly 
blended 5 to 7 in negative 
and 1 to 4 in positive from 
all edges.  The shapes are 
VERY distinctive in value 
with very clear edges.

Layers made values.

I effectively blended 5 to 
7 in negative and 1 to 4 in 
positive from all edges. 
The shapes are mostly 
distinctive in value with 
clear edges.

Layers made some values.

I did not blend 5 to 7 in 
negative and 1 to 4 in 
positive from all edges.  
The shapes are “muddy” in 
value with only a few clear 
edges.

I used ONLY pressure.

I made no attempt to create 
different values by blending 
colored pencil. 

There were no clear edges 
created or I outlined.

Colored Pencil
Range of Values

Blending

Media

I used stippling to fill all 
negative space. 

I very smoothly, clearly 
blended 7- 4 scale on each 
shape from ALL edges.

I used stippling in all the 
negative space.

There is blended 7 to 4 
scale on each negative 
shape from all of the 
edges.

I used stippling to fill only 
3/4 of negative space. 

There is slight attempt to 
use a blended value 7 to 4 
scale on each neg. shape 
from a few edges.

I made no attempt to create 
different values by blend-
ing black marker. 

There were no clear 
edges created or I can see 
outlines.

Pen/Ink
Range of Values

Blending

Media

I obviously used 2 pub-
lic and 1 very UNIQUE 
private symbol (per-
sonal logo) - definitely 
represents me.

I used 2 public and 1 
private symbol (per-
sonal logo) - slightly 
represents me.
I used my initials.

I used 1 public symbol 
and no private symbol 
(personal logo).

I used no public or pri-
vate symbols.Cultural

Symbols

Standard #3: Create

I UNIQUELY, but 
effectively added media - a 
“WOW” factor. My indi-
vidual symbols are easy 
to read.

The piece/wedge feels 
very UNIFIED.

    I took a risk.

I effectively added media 
so that my symbols are 
easy to read.

The piece/wedge feels 
mostly UNIFIED.

I added media somewhat 
effectively.

It is slightly chaotic - 
symbols are somewhat 
unreadable. Negative 
space is distracting.

Symbols are all very simi-
lar in color or technique.

I did not add media or it 
feels unfinished.

It is very chaotic - symbols 
are unreadible. Negative 
space is very distracting.

Symbols are all the same 
color or technique.

Choice #1

Media

write 

media here

3.5: 4 rating but did not 
identify media to left

Not Yet (1) Approaching (2) Proficient (3) Mastery (4) Rating

I UNIQUELY, but 
effectively added media - a 
“WOW” factor. My indi-
vidual symbols are easy 
to read.

The piece/wedge feels 
very UNIFIED.

    I took a risk.

I effectively added media 
so that my symbols are 
easy to read.

The piece/wedge feels 
mostly UNIFIED.

I added media somewhat 
effectively.

It is slightly chaotic - 
symbols are somewhat 
unreadable. Negative 
space is distracting.

Symbols are all very simi-
lar in color or technique.

I did not add media or it 
feels unfinished.

It is very chaotic - symbols 
are unreadible. Negative 
space is very distracting.

Symbols are all the same 
color or technique.

Choice #2

Media

write 

media here

3.5: 4 rating but did not 
identify media to left

C 3.a

 C 3.a

 C 1.a

C 2.a
There is very clear, strong 
focus throughout my 
entire drawing.

I can clearly state my 
focus or emphasis.

I have created a draw-
ing with a clear focus 
throughout almost all of 
my drawing.

I have created a drawing 
with an unclear focus or 
emphasis.  

Emphasis is somewhat 
readable.

I made no attempt at creat-
ing an emphasis or focus.

It is unreadable.
Emphasis
FOCUS

What was the focus of your drawing?

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

WH3

WH3

S1.2

S3.1

S3.2

S3.1


